For people, their tools, and their comfort, Slate provides practical support. The unit features handy interior storage with a flip-up door on top, a wastebasket below, and a refreshment station in between. Technology access is built into the worksurface, and the wall supports a monitor for digital sharing and interaction.

Slate creates efficient collaboration and sharing venues with boardroom amenities in the midst of open areas. Concise and intuitive, Slate provides media support, space division, collaboration tools, power, and storage in a seamless interface that helps teams work together more effectively.
A smaller Slate unit can serve as a focal point for casual collaboration and conversation in a lounge setting. As a standing-height divider, it defines space. As a work tool, it supports today’s less formal meeting styles.
With Slate, a single unit supports diverse gathering places. For example, one side can be more formal and technology-based, while the other is less formal and comfort-based. Pull-out marker boards add space to share information and ideas.